Each tax-deductible seat can be adopted for
only $130. Each will have one of its wooden
arms professionally engraved
with your custom message (see form
inside). We would like to encourage
businesses to show their support by
adopting an entire row of 28, 14, or 7 seats.
Please support our continuing
renovations by writing your check today!

M*A*S*H, performed by Analy Theatre Arts students on the
Theatre Stage, directed by Starr Hergenrather.

Shangri-La Chinese Acrobats on the Analy
Theatre stage, sponsored by the Sebastopol
Community Center and Cumulus Presents.

The Analy Jazz Band at work.

With your support,
this project has not merely been
a dream,
it has become a reality!

Let’s keep the arts alive!
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Our Analy Choir at its best!

6950 Analy Avenue
Sebastopol, CA 95472
707.823.2435

The Analy High School Theatre has been faithfully

Frequently Asked Questions

serving generations of students, organizations, and
our entire community for over 80 years. In 1998 the
building was beautifully remodeled, and now our
seats have been
given a face lift.
With the support

Other than aesthetics and comfort, what were the other
benefits of restoring the seats?

Our performers now hear and feel a major difference
in sound. The fabric and cushioning aid tremendously in both sound absorption and reverberations back
to the stage.

of our community
Can I choose where “my” seat will be placed?

and grants, we have
all 900 seats covered in a durable,

Old, hard wooden seats

high quality cushioning that was added to the backs
and seats of each chair, aiding our performers in

Unfortunately, we must say no. It would not be
logistically feasible to allow seating designations, plus
we could possibly find ourselves unable to meet all
requests.

much-needed acoustic improvement. The beautiful

Will I be able to sit in “my” seat for

sea of blue is not only aesthetically pleasing but our

performances?

audience has seen a dramatic improvement in their

Again, we would like everyone to able sit in “their”
seat, when they visit the theatre, but this would be
very difficult … but once you have found “your” seat,
come early and be our guest to enjoy its comfort!

comfort. The Renovation Project has included many
improvements to the sound system, a lighting board,
and a new curtain. To visibly display our appreciation
of your generous sup-

How long will the seats last?

port, donors’ custom

If we can work together to avoid feet on the seats,
avoid eating or drinking in the theatre, and avoid
snags or tears, our beautiful new seats should
provide us with another comfortable 80 to 100 years

messages are carefully
engraved in one arm of
a chair and randomly
placed throughout the
theatre.

of service.
Other than fixing the seats, what else does my $130 do?

Your kind donation will also help us buy new lighting
instruments, sound board, cyclorama, and amplifiers.
Beautiful, new blue seats

